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The online video sharing web site YouTube, which was originally created in February 2005 to help people share 
videos, has rapidly grown to be a cultural phenomenon for its massive user base. However, YouTube and other similar 
video-based social networking sites have captured less scientific curiosity as compared to Twitter and Facebook. 
Online videos fascinate and inspire internet users like no other medium [3]. YouTube helps people to host numerous 
amateur and professional videos [2], [4] and interact by rating, sharing, and commenting videos [3]. 2011 statistics 
show that the traffic to or from YouTube accounts for over 20% of the Web’s total traffic and 10% of the whole 
Internet traffic [2]. According to Alexa, the web traffic monitoring service owned by Amazon, YouTube is the second 
most popular website globally with over 300 hours of videos uploaded every minute and 5 billion videos watched 
every single day. In addition to easy publishing and distribution, YouTube provides various features to engage with 
the video content, such as liking/disliking a video, commenting on a video, commenting on a comment, and 
liking/disliking a comment. With these features, YouTube ushered a behavioral shift from passive video content 
consumption to active content engagement and interaction [3]. Video comments are socially significant due to the 
humongous user base and serve as a valuable data source to mine knowledge about users and their interests, videos, 
communities that emerge among commenters, relations among categories, and content consumption behaviors. 
Comprehending unprecedented user and content growth rates, understanding video comments, and digesting 
commenters’ highly dynamic behavior becomes a challenge. Yet, there is a lack of systematic research - both 
qualitative as well as quantitative - that shed insights into the dynamics of online discussions on YouTube [6], [7]. 
Toward this direction, we present YouTubeTracker tool is designed to explore the YouTube data and gain insights on 
YouTube users. The tool can help identify prominent information actors, popular/prolific YouTubers, emerging 
trends, sentiments, opinions, and entities. Furthermore, users’ content engagement behaviors and their networks enable 
discovery of suspicious and even malicious behaviors (e.g., trolling, bots) conducting algorithmic manipulation.  

A user can search for a topic of interest by providing keywords. YouTubeTracker pulls all the data using YouTube’s 
APIs and displays relevant videos for the user’s keywords. The user can select videos and create a tracker for analysis. 
User can create and save any number of trackers. The Dashboard feature gives an overview of the selected video(s), 
channel(s), or tracker(s). It displays the number of videos, views, likes, dislikes, comments, and commenters. The 
features listed under dashboard allow the users to explore the frequency of views and likes, opinion distributions, 
comment trends, location and category analysis, network analysis, and other analyses. Below we present some of these 
analyses.  

  
Fig. 1. Correlation analysis of video metadata. Fig. 2. Co-commenter Network – bots and trolls with 

topics/narrative detection. 



 

 
Fig. 3. Social media map of the videos - identifying what social media platforms are used to disseminate videos. 

  
Fig. 4. Commenters and video category network 
clusters – identifying prominent video categories  

Fig. 5. Commenters and video network clusters with 
category tags overlaid - identifying semantic clusters. 
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